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Abstract

An approach to conflation/registration of images that
does not depend on identifying common points is being
developed. It uses the method of algebraic invariants to
provide a common set of coordinates to images using
continuous chains of line segments formally described
as polylines. It is shown the invariant algebraic
properties of the polylines provide sufficient
information to automate conflation. When there are
discrepancies between the image data sets, robust
measures of the possibility and quality of match
(measures of correctness) are necessary. Decision
making and the usability of the resulting conflation
depends on such quality control measures. These
measures may also be used to mitigate the effects of
sensor and observational artifacts. This paper
describes the theory of algebraic invariants and
presents a conflation/registration method and measures
of correctness of feature matching.

Keywords: imagery conflation, algebraic invariants,
polyline match, measure of correctness, structural
similarity, structural interpolation

1. Introduction

Algebraic invariants [1] is a new methodology
that automates the combining and conflation/
registration of images from many sources with
various resolutions and reliability, giving them
common scales and coordinates.

In contrast to many traditional approaches,
algebraic invariants: (1) do not rely on the
identification of control (reference, salient, or tie)
points [2], (2) do not require common scales and

(3) do not require that the orienta t ions  of
individual images be known. Instead it uses
techniques that are based on matching linear
features described by mathematically constrained
line segments (polylines). This method matches
polylines using their robust structural
characteristics instead of more traditional matches
based on less robust geometric distances. The new
method permits high speeds and automation since
matches are done using only a small fraction of the
total image data. Structural characteristics are
measured separately for selected features (that can
be done off-line) instead of time intensive feature
pair comparison as required by other methods.
This approach can also be used to automate the
identification of locations that change in time, and
be used to automatically search for specific objects
of interest by predefining their abstracted linear
shapes.

The following example illustrates the method
of the use of polylines as a base for applying
algebraic invariants to image conflation/
registration.  Fig. 1 shows two satellite images of a
lake in Kyrgyzstan, and polyline fits to the
shoreline.   An affine transformation was found
that made the polylines coincident allowing the
scales and orientations of the images to be
modified as shown in Fig. 2. The general
usefulness of this approach is apparent but it is
also clear that techniques are needed to compare
the structures of polylines that have different
sampling densities, scales, angular orientations,
beginning and ending points.



Fig. 1:  Corona satellite photo and a Landsat
image from Kyrgyzstan with polylines

descriptions of the lake shoreline.

Fig 2: The polylines after translation, scaling and
rotation with the resulting image conflation.

2. Algebraic invariants

We considered both topological and
geometrical models before deciding on an
algebraic approach as a major tool for registering
images. Features within different images have
different properties such as the number of

segments and different beginning and ending
points. These variations in the same feature make
the use of algebraic invariants very attractive,
particularly when compared to the challenges that
they present for other methods.

The algebraic invariant approach to conflating
images makes the following assumptions:

(1) The images (satellite images, gravity maps,
aerial photos, digital elevation maps, synthetic
aperture radar (SAR), etc.) have no common
reference points established in advance for
matching them.

(2) The images have different (and often) unknown
scales, rotations and accuracy.

(3) Each image has several well-defined “features”
that can be represented as polylines (continuous
chains of line segments).  A feature is a wider
concept than is commonly used in image sciences.
Anything with a reasonably well-defined shape
will work as a feature. A closed polygon is also a
feature in this sense. The only requirement is that
the feature can be fit with a polyline.  It is not
necessary to know what it is or if there is any
correspondence with polylines in other images.

(4) These well-defined features can be relatively
easily extracted.

We now describe the major concepts related to
algebraic invariants that are the basis of our
techniques, beginning with definitions of terms
[1].

Definition. A pair a = <A, W> is called an
algebraic system if A is a set of elements, Wa is a
set of predicates {P} and operators {F} on A and
on its Cartesian products, where

P: A¥A¥...¥A Æ [0,1] and F: A¥A¥...¥A Æ A.

Definition. An algebraic system a = <A, R, Wa

> is called a linear feature if R is a set of real
numbers, Wa consists of two operators (functions)
D(ai) and   L(ai , aj) and three predicates (linear
order relations) >a ,  ≥D , ≥L.

Thus  W a  =  < D( ), L( , ); >a , ≥D , ≥ L >
where:



1. " ai , aj Œ A:   ai >a  aj    or  aj >a  ai   (All
elements of A are totally ordered.)

2. D:  A Æ  [0, •)  (An element a is called a
linear interval and D(a) is the length of a.)

3. L:  A¥A Æ [0, 360]  (L(ai , aj) is called an
angle between ai and aj .)

4. ai ≥D  aj  ¤  D(ai) ≥  D(aj).  (This links ≥D

with D( ) ). We call elements ai , aj  linear
intervals and say that element ai is no
shorter than element aj if  ai ≥D  aj , that is,

D(ai)≥  D(aj) ).

5. " ai , aj , ak , am Œ A:  (ai , aj) ≥L  (ak , am)   ¤
L(ai , aj) ≥  L(ak , am) (This links ≥L with L(ai ,
aj) ).

Definition. An algebraic system ã is called an
abstracted linear feature of feature a if Wã consists
of three predicates (linear order relations) >a , ≥D ,
≥L ,  with Wa  =  < >a , ≥D , ≥L >  from the linear
feature a.

Definition. Linear features a = < A , R, W a >
and b = < B , R, Wb > are co-reference candidates
(CRC)  if they are homeomorphic and have
isomorphic linear subfeatures ea = < Ea, R , W e >
and

eb = < Eb , R, We >, where ea Õ a  and  eb Õ b .

With these, the high speed of the registration
process can be proven.

Theorem 1. If the number of elements in linear
features a and b equals n, then their maximum co-
reference subsystem e  can be found in O ( n3)
matrix comparisons and O(n5) binary number
comparisons for the worst-case scenario.

Proof. To prove this theorem we note that the
task is equivalent to finding the largest common
submatrix. This submatrix should be centered on
the diagonal of the two matrixes for a and b. The
total number of such matrixes is n + (n-1) +
(n-2) +…+2+1=(n+1)n/2. To find the largest
common submatrix we need to compare
submatrixes of the same size i¥i in both matrixes.

There are n smallest 1¥1 submatrixes that
contain a single binary number. These submatrices
are actually individual diagonal elements.  Each

submatrix (element) from Aa should be compared
with n submatrixes from Ab, that is n 2 matrix
comparisons. Because every 1 ¥ 1 submatrix
contains only one element, there are the same n2

binary number comparisons.
There are n-1 matrixes of the next size 2¥2,

each such matrix contains 4 elements (only three
of them really need to be compared because the
matrix in antisymmetric). Each of (n-1) matrixes
in Aa needs to be compared with all (n-1)
submatrixes in Ab. This requires (n-1)2 matrixes,
and 3(n-1)2 binary number comparisons.

Similarly for every matrix of size (n-k)¥ (n-k),
there are (n-k)2 matrix comparisons.

 The total number of matrix comparisons is
O(n3) because:
n2 + (n-1) 2  + (n-2) 2  + (n-3) 2  +… +(n-k) 2 +…+

2+1= n(n+1)(2n+1)/6.
To compute the complexity of binary

comparisons we need to consider the number of
elements in the matrix.  Each matrix of size (n-k)¥
(n-k) contains (n-k)2   binary elements.  Because the
matrixes are antisymmetric we need to compare
only (n-k) +(n-k-1)+…+3+2+1=(n-k+1)(n-k)/2
binary elements.  Combining the number of
matrixes of each size, (n-k) 2 and the total number
of elements in each matrix, (k+1)2 will give us the
total number of binary comparisons:

n212+(n-1)222 +(n-2)232+… +(n-k)2

(k+1)2+…+22(n-2)2 +…+12(n-1)2 .
To estimate this number of comparisons we

note that each element is smaller than n4 and there
are n elements in the sum, so the sum is less then
n5.  Thus, the number of binary comparisons is
O(n5).

This polynomial complexity can be
significantly reduced [3] by converting each
matrix Aa and Ab to the special linear structures
with n  elements. Similarly to the previous
consideration it is O(n3) for linear structure
comparisons, but it requires less binary
comparisons. For submatrices of size s¥  s it is s
instead of s2.  Thus, the total complexity is O(n4)
in  contrast with O(n5) shown above. Generation
of the special linear structure itself requires nlgn
binary comparisons for sorting, so that does not
change the total complexity, that is O(n4).



Another important computational issue is the
fact of monotonicity, that is if none of the
common submatrices of size s¥s are found then
there is no reason to search for common
submatrices of a larger size. These submatrices
can not be shared by Aa and Ab. Thus, the worst-
case complexity often is not the case.

 An analysis of the robustness of the algebraic
method considers the number of distortions in the
lengths and the angles of polylines. These
distortions are produced by various
transformations. Algebraic approach introduces a
set of measures of these distortions using concepts
described in this paper.

Several versions of the algorithm for finding a
maximum co-reference are possible. One of them
finds the largest n-gram common for two Boolean
vectors t1 and t2.  This common n-gram cannot be
longer than min(n1,n2) - H(t1,t2), where H(t1,t2) is a
Hamming distance between vectors t1  and t2 .
There are several known algorithms for finding n-
grams with a finite alphabet. In our case, the
alphabet is the smallest possible -- {0,1}.  Thus,
the search can be relatively fast.

At times to capture the structure of the
polyline it is necessary to consider not only the
relations between lengths of consecutive intervals
and angles between them, but relations between
other pairs.  Let us denote the angle between ai and
ai+1 as Li = L(ai, ai+1).  Now we can record a matrix
of comparisons between all pairs of angles in a
given feature.  Record the i,j entry as 0 iff Li < Lj

and 1 iff Li ≥  Lj.  Note the resulting matrix is
antisymmetric.  When two matrices are built for
two features a and b, a more complex approach
can be used. Such an approach is to search for the
largest common part of these matrices.  This is
done by “sliding down” the diagonals of the
matrices.

3. Similarity measures

The polyline match in the example from
Kyrgyzstan illustrates the need to develop
measures of similarity that are more precise than a
casual visual examination of polylines provides.

Here, the focus is on spatial similarity
characteristics while the similarity of non-spatial
feature attributes is not analyzed.  These attributes
can be matched after a spatial match is confirmed.
If we match two images using only a few
reference points the similarity of other points also
needs to be assessed.

We also need to address the issue of
variability of points that form a polyline. Different
feature extraction algorithms and imagery analysts
can assign points differently on the same physical
feature. This can affect finding co-reference
candidate features defined above. The technique
described below addresses this problem in
computationally more efficient way than it can be
done by a brute force method.

To define measures we consider a polyline a
with two end points p1=(x1,y1,z1)  and
p2=(x2,y2,z2).  Recurrent function G(n) produces
a  set of simpler polylines that interpolate polyline
a (see Fig. 3). Arguments of function G are n=2k
and k=1,2,….., that is 2, 4, 8, 16, 32…

The main idea of this interpolation is similar
to a wavelet approach.  At first a is interpolated by
the single linear interval [p1,p2]. This is produced
by G(n), n=20=1. Next, a  is interpolated by a
polyline with three points [p1, middle(p1,p2),p2],
where the middle point middle(p1,p2) is located in
the equal distance from both points p1 and p2
along polyline a . This is produced by G(n),
n=21=2  The  next interpolation by G(n), n=22=4 is
a polyline with n+1=5 points produced by
repeating the same procedure for both subintervals
[p1,middle(p1,p2)] and  [middle(p1,p2),p2]
produced by the previous value of function G,
G(22-1)=G(2).  Further interpolations produced by
G(2k), for k=3,4,5,…will interpolate a with 2k+1
nodes and 2k linear intervals, that is 8, 16, 32 and
more intervals. After several steps the number of
nodes in interpolation line can exceed the number
of nodes and intervals in polyline a. In general,
nodes and intervals in interpolation polylines may
differ from intervals in polyline a (Fig. 3).



Fig. 3: Structural interpolations of the polyline a.

More formally function G is defined as follows for
its first three values:
G(20)= G(1)= [p1,p2];
G(21)= G(2) =[p1,middle(p1,p2), p2];
G(22)= G(G(20))=
=[p1, middle(p1,middle(p1,p2)), middle(p1,p2),
middle(middle(p1,p2),p2), p2]

In general, notation G(n) will be to denote n-th
interpolation of the polyline an d notation S(n) will
be used for the structure of polyline G(n).
Together the pair <G(n) ,S(n )>  is called a
structured polyline G(n).   Next, we can define the
concept of the structure S(n) of the polyline using
algebraic concepts [1] for imagery conflation
problem outlined in section 2.  For general
polylines we use the pair of matrixes, A and L that
represent relations between angles (matrix A) and
lengths of intervals (L) in the polyline. These
matrices are called structural matrices. For each
G(n) polyline, the relation between lengths are
trivial – all of them are equal by the G(n)
definition. Table 1 provides an example of the
structural matrix for angles for the original
polyline depicted on Fig. 3. For instance, bold 0 as
a relation between Angle 1 and Angle 2 indicates
that Angle1 < Angle2.

Angle
1

Angle
2

Angle
3

Angle
4

Angle
5

Angle
1

1 0 0 0 0

Angle
2

1 1 0 0 0

Angle
3

1 1 1 1 1

Angle
4

1 1 0 1 1

Angle
5

1 1 0 0 1

Table 1. Structural matrix A for polyline a.

Similarly we can construct matrixes A(n) for each
polyline G(n). The matrix shown in Table 3 only
reflects the upper level structure.  For more
detailed structure we may include in structure S
more matrixes that reflect more specific structural
properties, such as relation between differences
between angles and relations between second,
third and so on differences between angles, similar
to second and third derivatives.

Two structured polylines Ga(n) and Gb(n) are
structurally equivalent if their structures Sa(n) and
Sb(n) are the same, that is there is a isomorphism
between structures. If we restrict the structure by
the matrix A shown in Table 1 then the equality of
structures means the equality of such matrixes for
two different polylines.

Now we can discuss how to define measures
of structural similarity between two arbitrary
polylines a and b and use these definitions for
matching features and conflating images.       

Definition. Two polylines a and b are n-
structurally equivalent if

                Sa(n) =Sb(n).                     (1)

Definition. We say that there is a monotone n-
similarity between polylines a and b, if for every
n`£ n property (1) is true, i.e., Sa(n`) =Sb(n`).

Definition. The number n  is called the
measure of structural similarity between polylines
a  and b  if (i) similarity between a  and b  is
monotone and (ii) n is the maximum of all n` for
which (1) is true.  Such n is denoted as nmax.

There is no structural equivalency for n`
greater that nmax:

                        " n` > nmax  Sa(n) ≠ Sb(n).

The following definition describes the concept
of stable structure of the polyline. Let ae be a
polyline obtained from polyline a by extending or
cutting the end intervals of the polyline (see
Figure 3). Index e at ae   indicates the added or
deleted length of polyline a.  Now we can produce
structured interpolations <Gae(n), Sae(n)>   for a e

and measure similarity between a and ae.



Definition. Polyline a has (ae,n)-stable
structure if the n-similarity between a and ae   is
monotonic.

For matching purposes we use sets of n-stable
polylines, say {a} and {b}, in both images.  We
search among them for those features that have the
same structure. If such features do not exist then
we search for subpolylines of polylines in {a} and
{b} that have the same structure. If such features
do not exist then we search for pairs of features
with highest measures of structural similarity
introduced above as the measure of monotonic n-
similarity.

4. Structural Similarity

The critical issue of conflation/registration is
measuring the quality of this operation. In the
previous section of this paper, we discussed the
issue of matching individual features from two
images using the concept of structural equivalence
of individual features. Now we will use this
concept as a base to define structural similarity of
two images. At first, we need to note that no single
numeric measure is sufficient to cover the
complex variability of images and matching
contexts/situations. Thus, we introduce a set of
measures that is a more adequate measure of the
quality of registration/conflation. We start with the
simplest situation, S1.

(S1)  One-to-one feature match (feature
isomorphic images). Every feature in image 1 has
a single match in image 2 and the same is true for
the image 2.  Let n=(n1,n2,…,nm) be a vector of
structural similarities defined above for all m pairs
of matched features. This vector provides a
measure of the structural similarity of two images.
We can compute max(n1,n2,…,nm),
min(n1,n2,…,nm), average(n1,n2,…,nm)   and the
variety of moments of the distribution of
(n1,n2,…,nm)  and use them as similarity indicators
if m  is a large number. The difference
max(n1,n2,…,nm) - min(n1,n2,…,nm) can be used as
an indicator of variability in structural similarity.
These indicators can also serve as c h a n g e
indicators that are important for image change
detection tasks. In situation S1, high values of

elements of vector n  mean that there is no change
in the image 1 during the time period between
taking image 1 and image 2.

Now we can consider the next situation, S2.
(S2) Subset of features. Every feature in image

1 has a single match in image 2, but some features
in image 2 have no matched feature in image 1.
This situation is possible when there is a new
development in the area.

Now n=(n1,n2,…,nm)  again is a vector of
structural similarities for all m pairs of matched
features, but these pairs do not contain all the
features in image 2. Similarly we can compute
max(n1,n2,…,nm), min(n1,n2,…,nm),
average(n1,n2,…,nm)  and all other characteristics
described for S1. However, now even if we have
high values of elements of vector n we cannot say
that there is no change during the period between
taking image 1 and image 2. For S2, we need to
use more characteristics in addition to vector n.
Let m1 and m2 be the number of features in Image
1 and Image 2, respectively. Then we have vector
n with  m1 elements. We can add a new indicator,
m1/m2 that show the ratio of common features in
two images. For S1  this ratio is equal to 1.
Similarly, we can introduce sets of measures for
more complex situations than S1 and S2.

The structural similarity definitions can be
augmented with definitions of geometric
similarity, based on metric distances. We may
need to transform one image to the other one
before computing geometric similarity. The
transformation can be based on features that have
been matched.

5. Summary

This paper describes a technique of image
correlation that does not rely on geometrical or
topological invariants or on identifying points in
common with known coordinates. A major
advantage is the speed that comes from first
matching polylines based on their algebraic
structures.  With polyline matches known, the
determination of a transformation between images
can be accomplished efficiently [4,5,6,7,8,9,10]



and significantly faster than with traditional
approaches.

Another advantage is in registering images
with large differences in spatial resolution,
particularly if the goal is to produce spectral
information at the resolution of the sharpest
image. The identification of tie points can be
difficult for multispectral data because of their
lower resolutions and complicated by shadow
detail in the sharper image [11]. The use of
polylines is useful for registering these images
prior to applying fusion algorithms.  As Pohl notes
"In the case of large spatial or spectral differences
in images to be co-registered the identification of
features (lines or areas) leads to more accurate
results than the measurement of points only." [12]

If robust control points are available, one or
both of the images may be preprocessed to
simplify and speed up a refined search for the best
conflation/registration using the additional
information that polylines provide.
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